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Abstract

The proliferation of heterogeneous devices and diverse networking technologies demands flexible models to guarantee
the quality-of-service (QoS) at the application session level, which is a common behavior of many network-centric appli-
cations, e.g., Web browsing and Instant messaging. Several QoS models have been proposed for heterogeneous wired/wire-
less environments. However, we envision that the missing part, which is also a big challenge, is taking energy, a scarce
resource for mobile and energy-constrained devices, into consideration. In this paper we propose a novel energy-aware
QoS model, e-QoS, for application sessions that might across multiple protocol domains, which will be common in the
future Internet, rather than an exception. The model provides QoS guarantee by dynamically selecting and adapting appli-
cation protocols. To the best of our knowledge, our model is the first attempt to address QoS adaptation at the application
session level by introducing a new QoS metric called session lifetime. To show the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, we
have implemented two case studies: Web browsing from a Pocket PC to a regular Web server, and an instant messaging
application between two Pocket PCs. In the former case study, our approach outperforms the conventional approach with-
out energy-aware QoS by more than 30% in terms of the session lifetime. In the second case study, we also successfully
extend the session lifetime to the value negotiated by two Pocket PCs with very diverse battery capacities.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

With the development of computer and commu-
nication technologies, more and more heteroge-

neous devices, like desktops, laptops, Pocket PCs,
and cellular phones are connected to the Internet
using diverse networks, like Ethernet, Wi-Fi, Blue-
tooth, 3G/4G wireless technology. As mobile com-
puting devices and wireless sensors are deployed in
large numbers, the Internet will increasingly serve
as the interface between people moving around
and the physical world that surrounds them [1].
Thus, we expect to see more and more applications
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that having multiple protocol domains involved
during one application session. Each domain has
its own application protocol set from which the
end user can select different protocols for specific
application purpose. Traditional QoS can hardly
satisfy the requirements from the application ses-
sion level which may dynamically switch between
multiple devices and network connections. We
define an application session as a session period to
finish an application level function. For example,
in an instant messaging application session, a user
might use a laptop with a cable modem at home,
a handheld device with 3G/4G or Bluetooth or even
DSRC [2] (Dedicated Short Range Communica-
tions) on the highway to the office through intelli-
gent transportation system [3], a desktop with
Ethernet LAN in the office and a PDA with satellite
radio on the airplane, to talk with another user
sequentially. In this scenario, the application session
contains several switches between different devices
and networks. Although this is an extreme case, it
shows that, on the one hand, diverse network con-
nections and heterogeneous devices demand differ-
ent application protocols, for instance the Gzip
protocol for low bandwidth network. On the other
hand, both ends of the session could be battery-
powered devices. The energy limitation of two ends
as well as network and device multi-modalities pose
new challenges to traditional QoS models.

To attack the above challenges, we argue that the
future mobile computing environment could consist
of several different application protocol domains.
Each domain has its own application protocol set
from which the end user can select different proto-
cols based on its proactive judgements to guarantee
the pre-negotiated QoS metric. Be aware of the
necessity of application-level QoS architecture, we
propose e-QoS, an energy-aware QoS model for
application sessions. If an application session is
across multiple protocol domains, the peers on both
ends need to negotiate a mutually interested QoS
metric through a gateway, which lies between
domains (see details in Section 4), before the start
of the session. Then the gateway evaluates the can-
didate protocols for each peer and select one or
more protocols according to the peer side informa-
tion, such as network bandwidth, remaining battery
capacity, and so on. Gateway also delivers the pro-
tocol modules to the peer so that the protocols can
be deployed on the peer side. During the course of
the application session, the gateway will monitor
the behavior of both peers and the performance of

the protocols. Later on, the parameters of the cho-
sen protocols may be adapted or other new proto-
cols could be brought into the session dynamically
to satisfy the negotiated QoS metric.

We emphasize energy in the design of the e-QoS
model. A new concept, session lifetime, which is tied
up together with energy, is defined as a new QoS
metric. The protocol selection and adaptation meth-
ods for maximizing the session lifetime QoS metric
are proposed as well. Specifically our contributions
of this paper include:

1. Proposing a general model for application session

QoS in intelligent transportation systems – To
our knowledge, This paper is the first effort to
address the application session QoS management
using application protocol selection and adapta-
tion. With the appearance of more and more
application level protocols, such as SOAP [4],
LDAP [5], and Plugins, their impact on QoS met-
rics have to be studied and utilized for applica-
tion session QoS. Dynamically selecting and
adapting the necessary application protocols in
an on-demand manner is applicable for the
future application sessions QoS model.

2. Defining an energy-aware QoS metric, session life-

time, and proposing the enforcement methods –
Energy is managed in terms of a QoS metric, ses-
sion lifetime, in our model. In this way, it is not
only manipulated locally on one end but
extended to both ends of the application session.
Most of the current energy related efforts only
address the client-side management.

3. Dynamically adapting at the application protocol

level – Most of proposed protocol adaptation
methods [6–10] work at or below the network
layer. Such systems can cope with localized
changes in network conditions but cannot adapt
to variations above the network layer. Any
approach that requires the MAC or network
layer modifications has to face the deployment
challenge since all involved machines have to
change their protocol stack in order to take
advantage of the improvement brought the
approach. Although application level adaptation
brings an extra overhead, comparing with the
network and MAC layer approach, the evalua-
tion results with two case studies show that the
effect of our approach on system performance is
in no way to be significant. In terms of power
management, most of existing approaches [11–
14] need either extra new hardware or major
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operating system modifications which are above
that some mobile devices can afford. Our model
performs entirely in the application level. Fur-
thermore, with the gateway handling most of
the computing workload, e-QoS has very light-
weight footprint on the user end.

4. Designing and implementing two energy-aware

application: Pocket PC to Web server browsing

and instant messaging between two Pocket PCs –
Several protocols are developed for these two
applications. Experiment results show that the
session lifetime has been successfully extended
to the value negotiated by two peers even with
very diverse battery capacities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
After a brief introduction of terminologies and con-
cepts in Section 2, energy-aware QoS metrics are
presented in Section 3. System design is depicted
in Section 4. Section 5 evaluates the system using
two case studies as the Pocket PC to Web server
browsing and an instant messaging application
between two Pocket PCs. Finally, related work
and conclusions are listed in Sections 6 and 7
respectively.

2. Terminologies and concepts

Before describing the energy-aware QoS metrics,
we first introduce some frequently used terminolo-
gies and concepts in the following context.

2.1. Session-based application

On the Internet many applications are session-
based. An application session is either a lasting con-
nection at the session layer or application layer
between peers, typically a server on one side, and
a user on the other side. A session is typically imple-
mented as a layer in a network protocol, like Telnet
or FTP. In other cases sessions are maintained by a
higher level program using a method defined in the
data being exchanged. For example, an HTTP
exchange between a browser and a remote host
may include an HTTP cookie which identifies state,
such as a unique session ID, information about the
user’s preferences or authorization level, and so on.
These kinds of sessions are maintained in applica-
tion level by application programs. On the contrary,
some applications do not have sessions. For
instance, sending out an email does not maintain a

session in the procedure. In this paper we only con-
sider the session-based application.

2.2. Application-level protocol

A protocol is the format to express information
so that others can understand the information. We
divide the protocol into two groups, the network
protocol and the application protocol, correspond-
ing to the network layer and application layer
respectively. As an example, Gzip is a popular
application level protocol used in Web content
transmission as shown in Fig. 1. The Web server
compresses the Web page using Gzip algorithm then
sends it to the Web browser, after the browser suc-
cessfully receives the zipped Web page, it will use
the Gzip algorithm to unzip it and get the original
Web page. In this paper, we only address the appli-
cation level protocol in our e-QoS model. Com-
pared with the QoS models in route or MAC
level, the application level QoS model can handle
the quality metrics above the route level or the
MAC level, for example, the image size.

In this paper, a protocol is described as a collec-
tion that consists of the implementation algorithm,
the delay, quality, and power profiles as follows:

Protocol ¼ fAlgorithm;Delay Profile;

Quality Profile;Power Profileg:

With this definition, when a protocol is evaluated,
its influence on the application session qualities
can be quantified. For instance, how much time
has to be spent on the execution of the protocol,
how much power it will consume, and so on.

2.3. Protocol domain

In this paper we introduce an overlay concept
called protocol domain, which is inspired by recent

Zip-Unzip Protocol

Web Server Web Browser

Zipped Web Page

Original Web Page

Unzip

Original Web Page

Zip

Zipped Web Page

Fig. 1. An example of application-level protocols.
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work on delay-tolerant network (DTN) [15] and the
proliferation of mobile devices and wireless sensor
networks [16]. DTN defines delay-tolerant network
gateways interconnected regions that running
potentially dissimilar protocol stacks. Although
the protocol domain we defined here is similar to
region in [15], our protocol domain mainly works
at the application level. In each domain, some pro-
tocols are available for the application optimiza-
tion. Fig. 2 shows an example of one protocol
domain with some peers connected with a protocol
domain gateway. The gateway locates on the edge
of the domain. It holds those available protocols.
Each peer negotiates with the gateway to get a suit-
able protocol and download it from the gateway
according to the application QoS requirement and
other situations like the network speed and peer
device configurations. The protocol domain is
intended to operate above the existing network
architectures.

The structure and functions of the gateway will
be presented in Section 4.2. A typical sensor net-
work is a protocol domain in which all the sensors
connect with the sink node that acts like a domain
gateway. An ad-hoc network built for disaster res-
cue is another example of protocol domain. For
Internet applications, the current ISP provider
could be a good candidate of the gateway because
all the service subscribers need to connect to the
ISP controlled nodes to access the outside Internet.
Although right now the ISP only provides the net-
work layer connection service, we believe with the
emergence of more and more diverse computing
devices on the network and new applications, pro-
viding and adapting application-level protocol to
meet application requirements is a must-have func-

tion of the future Internet service provider as envi-
sioned in [16].

3. Energy-aware QoS metrics

In e-QoS we extend the QoS to the application
session level. It is orthogonal to the network level
QoS which may not be able to view the application
level information, like the power capacity. With the
prevalent of handheld and pervasive computing
devices into our daily life, limited battery capacity
is a serious impediment to the widespread adoption
of running popular applications, e.g., Web Brows-
ing, on this kind of battery powered devices. By
observing this dilemma, we consider energy as a
major priority in the design of our proposed QoS
model. First let us have a look at the energy-aware
QoS metrics.

3.1. Session delay

Delay time is a very sensitive metric for network
related application sessions. Session delay is caused
by many reasons, such as traffic congestion, low
memory, slow hard drive, and so on. Here we only
consider the session delay triggered by different algo-
rithms, or in other words, different application level
protocols. Utilization of each protocol will incur
some delay. Formula (1) shows the evaluation of ses-
sion delay, which consists of the delay incurred by
each involved protocol in the application session.
Each individual protocol delay includes several
parts, like computing delay and network delay. In
[17] several comprehensive formulas and evaluation
methods are introduced for delay time of each appli-
cation protocol

Delay ¼
Xn

i¼1

Protocoldelay
i : ð1Þ

3.2. Session quality

Content quality is another crucial QoS metric
especially for some application sessions, like multi-
media stream or image transmission. In our model,
the quality of each protocol is defined in Formula
(2). The original fidelity represents the original data
quality, e.g., the original image dimension. The out-
put fidelity is the output data quality after applying
the protocol, e.g., the reduced image dimension
after the content adaptation protocol. The ratio
should be between 0 and 1. The quality of the ses-

Gateway

Protocol
Domain

Fig. 2. An example structure of a protocol domain.
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sion is defined as the product of involved protocols
qualities in Formula (3).

1 P Protocolquality
i ¼ adapted fidelity

original fidelity
P 0; ð2Þ

Quality ¼
Yn

i¼1

Protocolquality
i : ð3Þ

3.3. Session lifetime

Session lifetime is a new concept we introduced in
our paper. As we defined, an application session is
the procedure of executing an application function.
Then session lifetime is the time period from the
start to the end of the application session as shown
in Eq. (4). Note that the session lifetime is decided
by many factors, like the remaining battery capac-
ity, power profiles of involved protocols, even user
behaviors, and so on. Some other protocols have
constant impact on the session lifetime, for instance,
the screen brightness, if we consider it as an applica-
tion protocol between peer and gateway. Usually, if
two ends of a session select the session lifetime as
their mutual QoS metric, they will negotiate an
expected lifetime value at the first place. Then our
QoS model tries to satisfy Formula (5). In order
to do this, dynamic selection and adaptation of pro-
tocols are necessary. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first energy-aware QoS metric defined for
application sessions

Lifetimereal ¼ Timeend � Timestart; ð4Þ
Lifetimereal P Lifetimeexpected: ð5Þ

3.4. Session QoS space

We define a three dimensional session QoS space
to manifest the relations between these three quality
metrics. For each point in the space, it corresponds
to the selected protocols for the session. In Fig. 3,
QoS point PA represents those protocols, from
protocol 1 to protocol n, that are included in the
application session. QA, DA and LA are the corre-
sponding session quality, delay, and lifetime respec-
tively. However different set of selected protocols
may affect other two QoS metrics. For example,
given LA as the expected session lifetime, some pro-
tocols will be selected based on their power profile so
that the total session lifetime will be optimized to be
close to LA. Consequently, we can get the QA and DA

related with LA. It is possible that another QoS point

P 0A set of protocols may also achieve the same QoS
metric value LA but with Q0A and D0A different from
QA and DA. In summary, if the user of the session
specifies one QoS metric, there exists a mechanism
to select appropriate protocols from the candidates
to satisfy the specified QoS metric. In Section 4 we
will explain this mechanism in more details.

4. System design

Now we are in a position to present the design of
the system. After an overview, we in turn cover the
gateway structure, the QoS negotiation procedure,
and the protocol adaptation policy.

4.1. System overview

Our system works at the application level. A
general scenario is shown in Fig. 4, there are three

Session
Quality

Session
Delay

Session
Lifetime

QA

DA

LA

DA'

QA'

PA { Prot 1, Prot 2, Prot 3, ... }

PA' { Prot a, Prot b, Prot c ... }

Fig. 3. The session QoS space.

Protocol
Domain1

Gateway

Gateway

Protocol
Domain3

Protocol
Domain2

Fig. 4. An overview of the system architecture.
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protocol domains on the overlay network. The pro-
tocol gateway bridges different protocol domains. If
peer A in domain 1 wants to start an application
session with peer B in domain 2, they need to nego-
tiate through the protocol gateway which connects
domain 1 and domain 2. Based on their mutual
QoS requirements the gateway then chooses differ-
ent protocols according to their diverse conditions
like network speed, remaining energy capacity,
and so on. After both peers download and install
the protocol modules, they can start the application
session under the surveillance of protocol gateway.
Note that it is possible that two peers in not adja-
cent domains want to start an application session.
For instance the peer in domain 1 wants to talk with
a peer in domain 3 in Fig. 4. In this situation, there
is a path along multiple gateways from one peer to
another. One solution could be that the first and last
gateway on the path do the protocol selection and
adaptation for his own peer. The gateways in the
middle of the path just receive and forward the ses-
sion data. More complex approach can involve all
of the gateways on the path to do the adaptation.
How to handle the cases that involve multiple gate-
ways is our next step. Next, we will introduce the
structure and functions of the gateway.

4.2. Gateway structure

Gateway plays an important role in the system. It
is in charge of negotiating QoS metrics and proto-
cols with the peers, delivering protocol modules to
the peers, monitoring the procedure of application
sessions, and adapting the protocols dynamically.
In order to finish these functions, gateway needs
to know some peer side information, such as
remaining energy, network bandwidth etc. We
define them into the format of different metadata
as shown in Fig. 5. The device metadata defines
some parameters related to the QoS metrics, like
remaining battery percentage, screen brightness,
etc. Network metadata is also required in the nego-
tiation procedure. Session metadata records the

metadata of included protocols. A general structure
of the gateway is shown in Fig. 6, which includes a
negotiator, a distributor, a session monitor, and a
proxy. Each part is running as a daemon on the
gateway. Next we will explain the structure and
functionality of each module respectively.

The negotiator receives the session and QoS
requests from one peer and forwards to the peer
on the other side. After both sides make an agree-
ment on the QoS metric, the negotiator will start
selecting the proper protocols to satisfy the QoS
metric. In order to show the function of negotiator
more clearly, in the next section we will go through
the whole QoS negotiation procedure. After the
negotiation is done, it is the distributor’s job to deli-
ver the protocol modules to each peer. This is simi-
lar to the plugin downloading in Web browser. For
the secure execution of the downloaded modules on
peer side, several existing security mechanisms can
be applied, like digital signature, sandbox, and
virtual machine monitor. Therefore we will not pro-
pose any new security approach for the deployment
of protocols. After the application session starts, the
proxy handles protocol translation, content adapta-
tion, session data caching, and so forth. For
instance, one peer uses compression protocol to
zip the text data while the peer on the other side just
uses plain text. Proxy has to zip the text on one way
and unzip the text on the other way. There is a cache

Fig. 5. Definitions of metadata.

Distributor

Negotiator

Proxy

Monitor

Cache

Fig. 6. The structure of gateway.
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in the proxy, which is for the temporary storage of
the session data in case that peers send or receive
data asynchronously. Finally, the monitor begins
to monitor the application procedure from the
beginning of the session by periodically sampling
the peer status. In Section 4.4, the protocol adapta-
tion policy used by the monitor will be presented.
Next, we will explain the QoS negotiation
procedure.

4.3. QoS negotiation procedure

Generally, the QoS negotiation procedure
performs in two steps. First, two peers discuss and
settle down a mutual QoS metric. Second, according
to peer’s situation, like device and network meta-
data, the gateway selects protocols for each peer.
An interactive negotiation protocol (INP) is pro-
posed for the interactions between peers and gate-
way, as shown in Fig. 7. We assume both the peer
side and gateway side understand the protocol defi-
nitions. This can be easily implemented by running
a light client stub program on the peer side.

At the beginning of the negotiation, the peer A
decides to start an application session with the peer
B. By specifying the application and desired QoS
metric value in the client stub program, peer A first
sends INIT_REQ, which contains application
request and QoS metric value in payload, to the
gateway to initialize the protocol negotiation. Each
packet has an INP header segment, which is used to
maintain the interactive negotiation protocol integ-

rity, and we will omit the details in the INP header.
The gateway then sends back the INIT_REP as well
as PEER_META_REQ, having empty DevMeta and
NtwkMeta to be filled by the peer A, to acknowl-
edge the request and ask some information about
the peer. At the same time, gateway will forward
the INIT_REQ together with PEER_META_REQ to
peer B to get his feedback about the QoS metric
proposed by peer A and his metadata information.
After receiving the reply, the client stub program
running on each peer will get the content of Dev-

Meta and NtwkMeta by locally probing the system
using system calls. PEER_META_REP, containing
the collected metadata, is finally sent back to the
gateway in step 3. If peer A and B can not make
agreement on the QoS metrics, steps 1–3 will be
repeated. Based on the QoS metric value and meta-
data, the negotiator in the gateway will compute
and select some protocols for peer A and peer B
in step 4. Note that peer A and B may not be pro-
vided with the same protocols because of their
diverse situations. Then it is the distributor’s job
to deliver the protocols to each peer in step 5 if
the protocol needs the peer side deployment. For
some protocols it may not require any deployment
on the peer side. For example, gateway only sends
image with dimension up to 200 · 300 to peer B, if
incoming image from peer A is bigger, proxy will
do the content adaptation before forwarding to peer
B. Therefore, peer B may not even know the exis-
tence of this protocol happened between him
and the gateway. After the security check and
protocol deployment, the peer A sends out the
SESSION_REQ to a proxy and monitor demons that
are created by the gateway for this session in step 6.
The SESSION_REQ contains the real application
session related request. From now on the peer A
and B continue the application session using the
downloaded protocol. The formats of all message
types used in INP are listed in the bottom of Fig. 7.

Selecting the protocol in step 4 is the key part of
the QoS negotiation procedure. Although the mon-
itor module can probe the peers periodically in the
application session and adapt the protocol dynami-
cally to fulfil the QoS metric, the accuracy of origi-
nal selection of protocols greatly decides the
probability of finally successful QoS provision.
From the QoS space’s point of view, given the
mutual QoS metric of peer A and B, gateway is able
to find a QoS point supported by some protocols to
achieve the selected QoS metric and optimize other
two as much as possible, as we have seen in Fig. 3

Peer AG Gateway Peer B

INIT_REQ

PEER_META_REQ

Selectprotocols
for each peer

PROTOCOL_DOWNLOAD

Deploy protocols

SESSION_REQ

INIT_REQ

INP header Session Req

PEER_META_REQ

INP header Metadata Req

PEER_META_REP

INP header

SESSION_REQ

Session Data Req

DevMeta NtwkMeta

PROTOCOL_DOWNLOAD

ProtocolModuleINP header ...

INP header

INIT_REQ

PEER_M
ETA_RE

Q

PEER_META_REP PEER_M
ETA_RE

P

QoS Metric

PROTO
COL_D

OW NLO
AD

SESSION_REQ

Deploy protocols

SESSION_REP SESSION_REP

ProtocolModule

SESSION_REP

Session Data RepINP header

Negotiator

Distributor

Proxy &
Monitor

INIT
_REP

QoS Metric

Fig. 7. The interactive negotiation protocol.
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for one peer. Since the QoS metric is the mutual
interest of both peers, the gateway needs to combine
the two QoS spaces jointly at the mutual QoS metric
axis as shown in Fig. 8. Two QoS points that map to
the same value on the mutual QoS metric axis will
be found in the joint QoS spaces. In the Fractal
framework [17], Lufei and Shi have proposed the
notion of protocol adaptation tree and an adapta-
tion path search algorithm to find the set of proto-
cols to achieve the minimal delay time. It
organizes the protocols as a tree structure in which
each protocol is a node except root. Similar
approach can be used to evaluate the best session
quality. In two QoS joint space, Fractal’s method
can still be applied to achieve specific delay time
or quality metric. However, as far as the session life-
time is concerned, Fractal’s method does not per-
form well because it can not react to the
unpredictable user behavior which influence the ses-
sion lifetime substantially. We tested several proto-
col’s power profiles for some typical battery
powered devices and observe that a priority-based
protocol selection together with the curve fitting
dynamic protocol adaptation is an efficient tech-
nique to guarantee the session lifetime QoS metric
even in some unpredictable user behavior situ-
ations. In evaluation section, we will give a thor-
ough description.

4.4. Protocol adaptation policy

Dynamic protocol adaptation is supposed to be
executed by the monitor module. One assumption

is that the monitor should be able to probe the
‘‘pulse’’ of peers, including device metadata and net-
work metadata. The probe frequency is determined
by the monitor according to application sessions.
The monitor can pick one sample frequency in the
beginning and dynamically change the frequency
according to the adaptation effect. For delay and
content quality QoS metrics, repeating the selection
procedure of the protocol will assure the satisfaction
of the metrics, thus it is not the focus of this paper.
While for the session lifetime metric, only repeating
the selection procedure is not enough, a new adap-
tation approach is necessary.

We observe that most modern Lithium-Ion bat-
teries follow the similar pattern on the remaining
battery versus time curve (Fig. 9 in Section 5). By
fitting the curve with the linear or polynomial func-
tion, the expected current remaining battery per-
centage, which is the indicator of the session
lifetime, can be estimated at any sampling time in
the session lifetime. With this reference battery
remaining percentage, the monitor module can
either adapt the protocol parameters on the proxy
or peer side, or find a new protocol for the remain-
ing session lifetime. Obviously, the adapt frequency
and the intensity of the adaptation will greatly affect
the stability of the system and the user experience,
which is our future work. In the next section we will
analyze the power profile curve pattern, give out a
fast but effective segmented curve fitting linear
function.

5. Performance evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our
model, we implement two case studies, Pocket PC to
Web Server browsing and instant messaging
between two Pocket PCs. The session lifetime is
set as the QoS metric. For other QoS metrics, like

End A
Session
Quality

End A
Session

Delay

Session
Lifetime

End A
Session

QoS Point

End B
Session
Quality

End B
Session

Delay

End B
Session

QoS Point

End B
Session

QoS
Space

End A Session QoS Space

Fig. 8. The joint QoS spaces of two peers.
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Fig. 9. The power profiles of different screen brightness.
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session delay, our previous work [17] presents
enough experimental results. Before move on to
the case studies, we examine the power profiles of
some potential protocols and the segmented curve
fitting method.

5.1. Protocol power profiles

We test several protocol sets on a battery pow-
ered Pocket PC, HP iPAQ h4150. LCD background
light is one culprit for rapid battery draining in daily
usage. Choosing correct screen brightness scale is a
protocol between a peer and the gateway. Power
profiles of different brightness are shown as Fig. 9.
The x-axis shows the time in thousands of seconds,
the y-axis corresponds to the remaining battery per-
centage. The 100% brightness lifetime which stands
up for 3.8 h is shorter than that of any other bright-
ness options. The smaller the brightness is, the
longer the lifetime could be. Finally, 0% brightness
lasts up to 40,000 s, approximately 11 h.

Wireless network interface consumes significant
power on Pocket PC [18,19]. The HP iPAQ
h4150 has an integrated 802.11g wireless card.
We test the continuous sending, receiving, and idle
power profile as shown in Fig. 10. We can see that,
first of all, idle state power consumption is small.
Its power profile is comparable with that of 0%
brightness in Fig. 9. However the send and receive
lifetime is only roughly one third of the idle case.
Then another question is which one is more energy
consuming between sending and receiving. Fig. 11
answers the question. With the same energy
consumed, receiving transfers more than 2000
MBytes, about four times of the transfer size of
sending.

Furthermore, for sending and receiving, we
tested two different methods as shown in Table 1.
Note that Energy is presented as the percentage of
battery capacity. A lower level parameter, e.g.,
power reading, may be more useful, however, we
think our definition is acceptable since we are using
the same device. The first method is that no persis-
tent connection is used. The second one is using per-
sistent connection plus the large chunk. Take the
sending scenario as an example, if there are 10 appli-
cation session data packages each with size of 200
bytes. The total size is 2000 bytes. In the first
method, the connection between peers is setup and
tear down 10 times, each time one 200-byte package
is sent out. For the second method, the connection
is established only once. The large chunk method
combines the 10 packages into one large chunk as
2000 bytes and sends it out. The different energy
and time consumptions of these two methods are
compared in the table. Similar differences are shown
also for the receiving scenario. It is easy to see that
the first method, no persistent connection, incurs
much more energy and time consumption compared
with the second method, persistent connection plus
large chunk.

In summary, the screen brightness and wireless
interface are two major energy consumption parts.
Based on this observation, we come out several
principles for the protocol adaptation: first, choose
as low screen brightness as possible; second, reduce
the connection times; finally, transfer as much data
as possible in one connection. We also evaluate
other algorithms power profile for their possible uti-
lization in the case study, such as Gzip, which power
consumption is comparable with that of the 100%
brightness screen, so that it is too high to be
selected. Therefore in our following case study
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Fig. 10. Power profiles of send, receive, and idle network regards
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related to screen brightness, connection persistence,
large chunk, and content adaptation which happens
on the proxy side with unlimited power supply. In
case study we will give more description about
involved protocols.

5.2. Curve fitting in protocol adaptation

Session lifetime has different nature as session
delay. If one peer does not send anything out, there
is no session delay. But energy keeps reducing as
long as the machine is still on. Furthermore, the ses-
sion lifetime could be seriously compromised if peer
starts other unrelated energy consuming process.
Consequently, energy and protocol must be moni-
tored and adapted periodically. Our analysis in the
above subsection implies that they share a similar
pattern, which includes a pure flat start stage
followed by a roughly linear regression as shown
in Fig. 12. Let us use t1 to denote the flat stage time
period, t3 for the total time, b for the bottom bat-
tery percent, in previous figure, b = 20%. t2 is the
knot point between t1 and t3. m is an adjustment
amount bigger than 0 so that the fitting curve
between t1 and t3 is not one line but two segmented
lines which can fit the real power profile curve more
accurately. c ¼ t1

t3 and m are relatively stable value

set as c = 11% and m = 10. Based on the predicted
energy percentage value generated from this curve
fitting method, we can adapt the protocol parameter
accordingly. Let the initial battery percentage be I,
the expected session lifetime be t3. For given c, m,
b, I, and t3, we can use the following formulas to
find t1, t2, and a, b, which are slopes of the fitting
lines of t2t3 and t1t2.

In case that I = 100: t1 = c · t3, t2 ¼ 1þc
2
� t3,

a ¼ 100�b�2�m
ð1�cÞ�t3 , b ¼ 100�bþ2�m

ð1�cÞ�t3 .

In case that 50þ b
2
� m < I < 100: b ¼ I�bþ2�m

t3 ,

t2 ¼ I�b
2þm�50

b , a ¼ 50�b
2�m

t3�t2 .

In case that 50þ b
2
� m P I : a ¼ I�b

t3 .
We use the curve fitting method to represent the

energy consumption model for portable devices.
The approach looks simple, however, it works well
in our two case studies as shown in the following
sections. We are aware of several power consump-
tion and management efforts, such as CASTLE
[25], EcoSystem [14] and so on. Nevertheless, they
need either extra new hardware or major operating
system modification, which are above that most
mobile devices can afford. On the country, our
model performs entirely in the application level,
and easy to use. Furthermore, with the gateway
handling most of the computing workload, the
method has almost unnoticeable lightweight foot-
print on the mobile device side.

5.3. Case study 1: pocket PC to web server browsing

session

In first case study, one peer is a Pocket PC with
100% battery power. On the other side is a Web ser-
ver with unlimited power. The experimental plat-
form and hardware configurations are shown in
Fig. 13. Gateway and Web server are on the same
laptop with unlimited AC power supply. There are
static Web pages on the Web server. Each page
includes one 26KB HTML file and five 600 · 600

Table 1
Energy and time consumption of different send and receive methods

Methods Size (bytes) Energy (batt percent, 80 · 10�6%
of battery capacity)

Time (s)

Send No persistent connection 200 · 10 10,580.47 1041.12
Persistent connection + Large chunk send 2000 361.53 37.98

Receive No persistent connection 50,000 · 10 76.15 7.43
Persistent connection + Large chunk
receive

500,000 18.59 1.56
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Fig. 12. The segmented linear curve fitting method.
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52KB images. In the following experiments, the bot-
tom battery percentage is set as 20%. In the first test,
peer has 100% initial battery percentage, 75% screen
brightness, no connection persistence, and requests
a Web page every 1 minute. As a base case, there
is no QoS, no protocol selection and adaptation.
The result is shown as the original curve in
Fig. 14. The Pocket PC lasts around 11,500 s before
the battery reaches the bottom capacity.

The second test uses only the protocol selection
function but without the protocol adaptation. The
protocols defined for this case study is shown in
Table 2. Besides protocol algorithm or name,
power, delay, and quality, the priority and adapt-
ability are also listed for each protocol. Since screen
brightness is one of the most energy consuming
component, its priority is set to 0, as the highest pri-
ority, which means the expected session lifetime will
be estimated according to the power profile of this
protocol. Based on Table 1, connection persistence
plus large chunk (CPLC) protocol is the default
selection since it reduces energy consumption with-
out the delay and quality deterioration. Content
adaptation, for this case, the image size adaptation,
does not consume Pocket PC energy since it is done

on proxy. For delay time, we consider it as negligi-
ble for the powerful gateway machine unless it is in
extreme heavy load. We will address the capacity of
gateway in Section 5.5. Regards quality, content
adaptation changes the original image dimension
into 10%, 50%, or keep the original size.

In the beginning of the negotiation procedure,
the stub program on Pocket PC will prompt user
to input his QoS metric and desired value as
Fig. 15a shows. Suppose user inputs session lifetime
and specifies 4 h 26 min and 20 s, or 16,000 s as ses-
sion lifetime, the negotiator will check the high pri-
ority protocol, the screen brightness power profile.
Lifetime of 50% brightness is close to the specified
session lifetime. Then a message box on peer side
informs user to change the screen brightness to
50%. Connection persistence protocol module is
also downloaded and deployed on the client side
before session starts. Now, the 50% screen bright-
ness and CPLC protocols are selected without adap-
tation. The energy versus the session lifetime is
illustrated as the right curve in Fig. 14. It shows that
the selected protocols successfully extends the life-
time to the specified value, just above 16,000 s,
which is about 30% more than the original one.

In above scenario, however, we assume that user
keeps the sending frequency as exactly one page per
minute as the bottom line shows in Fig. 16 in which
the x-axis is the time and the y-axis is the user
request frequency in the number of Web pages per
minute. It is unrealistic to require a user to browse
the web page at a constant rate. More practically,
if the user changes his behavior by following the
dynamically changing rate as the top curve (burst-
like) in Fig. 16, it is possible that the previous
method will fail to satisfy the expected session life-
time. In this case, the protocol adaptation is the
key to alleviate the extra energy drop incurred by
the dynamic user behavior and save the session life-
time. Therefore, the top curve in Fig. 16 is used as
the user behavior input in the next test. The curve
fitting method has c = 11%, m = 10, b = 20 and
input as I = 100, t3 = 16000. Calculated from the
curve fitting equations, t1 = 1760, t2 = 8880,
a = 0.004213, and b = 0.007022. The probe fre-
quency is one sample per 160 s. The adaptation pol-
icy works as follows: if the sample energy is less than
the predicted value generated from the curve fitting,
by 2% (of the battery capacity) or more, we bring
the content adaptation protocol into the system
and begin reducing the dimension of the images
until reach the 10%, then reduce the screen bright-

Protocol
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Gateway

Protocol
Domain 2

WebServer

DellLaptop
P4 3.2GHz
512M RAM

10/100Mbps NIC
Windows XP

HP iPAQ h4150
IntelPXA255 CUP

64M RAM
11g WL AN Adapter
240X320 TFT

Windows CE 4.20

802.

Peer

Fig. 13. The configuration of experimental platform for case
study 1.
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Fig. 14. Power profiles for constant web page request rate.
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ness one level down each time. On the contrary, if
the sample energy is more than the predicted value
on the fitting curve, by 3% or more, the image size
is increased if it is below 100% before brightness is
enhanced. The effect of adaptation is clearly shown
on the top curve in Fig. 17. It starts with the same
protocols, 50% brightness and CPLC as the top
curve in Fig. 14. Each triangle point is the moment
of content adaptation. Each circle point marks the
screen brightness adaptation moment. The legend
demonstrates the sequences of these two adapta-
tions. Each bar in the legend corresponds to one
vertical line in the figure. By four adaptation periods

happened at around 2.5, 8, 12, and 16 thousand sec-
onds, the session lifetime is extended to 17,500 s
beyond the expected value, 16,000. For comparison,
two approaches used in Fig. 14, original and 50%
brightness plus CPLC without adaptation are also
tested under the dynamic user behavior. The bottom
two curves in Fig. 17 are their performance curves.
None of them can really satisfy the specified session
lifetime, 16,000 s. The adaptation approach outper-
forms the original one by more than 7000 s and
another one (CPLC) by more than 3000 s.

5.4. Case study 2: pocket PC to pocket PC instant

messaging

Nowadays more and more communications
occur between two handheld devices. In this case,
we study the instant messaging session between
two Pocket PCs with different battery capacities.
The experiment platform and hardware configura-
tions are shown in Fig. 18, where two Pocket PC
peers in different protocol domains want to setup
an instant messaging application session through
the gateway. The two protocols used in this case
study are described in Table 3. Besides the screen
brightness, a message combination protocol is intro-
duced. Usually, in instant messaging application,
people send and receive text information in a short

Table 2
The protocols used in case study 1

Protocol Priority Power Delay Quality Adaptability

Screen brightness 0 battery percent

tested lifetime
0 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% Yes

Connection persistence + large chunk (CPLC) 1 Very small 0 1 No
Content adaptation 2 0 Very small 10%, 50%, 100% Yes
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Fig. 17. Power profiles for dynamic request rate.

Fig. 15. Screen snapshots of (a) QoS metrics specification
interface and (b) screen brightness adjustment message box.
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Fig. 16. Dynamic and constant Web page request rates.
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time period. In order to save energy, the message
combination protocol prevents the peer from send-
ing and receiving messages too frequently. Instead,
it caches the sending messages for a while and sends
out multiple messages in one time. The cache in
proxy is also used to cache the receiving messages
for peers. This technique is very useful in delay tol-
erant network and peers with intermittent connec-
tion. The number of cached messages is called the
message combination length, which is decided by
the protocol adaptation policy. The bigger it is,
the more energy could be saved, also the more delay
will be observed and the more bytes have to be
transferred in one time.

We assume that peer A has 60% battery and peer
B has 40% battery. Their expected session lifetime is
7000 s. Based on the screen brightness protocol,
negotiator chooses 75% brightness for peer A and
25% brightness for peer B. We assume both peers
send and receive one 256 bytes message in each
3 s. Without the protocol adaptation function, none
of them can really reach the pre-negotiated session
lifetime as we can see in Fig. 19. Then the curve fit-
ting is used with parameters as c = 11%, m = 10,
b = 20 and t3 = 7000, I = 60, t2 = 1166, a =
0.005142, b = 0.008571 for peer A, and t3 = 7000,
I = 40, a = 0.002857 for peer B.

The protocol adaptation policy works as follows:
if the energy is below the predicted value by 1% (of
the battery capacity), gateway reduces the screen
brightness protocol parameter before increase the
message combination length. Otherwise, in case of
that the remain energy is beyond the predicted value

by 1% (of the battery capacity), the message combi-
nation length is reduced if it is not 1 before the
screen brightness is increased. The performance of
dynamic adaptation for peer A is shown in
Fig. 20. In the legend, each triangle point is the
moment of the screen brightness adaptation. Each
circle point marks the message combination adapta-
tion moment. The legend demonstrates the
sequences of these two adaptations. Each bar in
the legend corresponds to one vertical line in the fig-
ure. The legend in Fig. 20 shows the adaptation
sequences according to the adaptation points
marked on the curve. By a series of screen bright-
ness and message combination length adaptation,
the session lifetime is extended to 7000 s. The max-
imum message combination length is 32, which
means system combines 32 messages together into
one package. If user sends out one message per
3 s, he will feel the delay as 32 · 3 = 96 s, around
one and half minutes, which is acceptable.

For peer B, Fig. 21 shows that a sequence of mes-
sage combination length adaptation contributes to
the extension of the lifetime. In the legend, the peak
length of the combination is 128 message. The cor-
responding delay is 128 · 3 = 384 s, approximately
6 minutes. Although it is relatively long, we think
it is acceptable for two reasons. First, the session
lifetime is greatly extended compared with the origi-
nal scenario. A trade-off must be made between
energy and delay. Second, most mobile devices
experience short disconnected time in the real

Table 3
The protocols used in case study

Protocol Priority Power (batt percent/time) Delay Quality Adaptability

Screen brightness 0 battery percent

tested lifetime
0 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% Yes

Message combination 1 Very small Long 1 Yes
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Fig. 19. Peer A and B power profile for protocol selection
without adaptation.
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Fig. 18. The configuration of experimental platform for case
study.
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challenged network [15] for many factors, e.g., weak
signal, keeping moving, etc. Hence, a short message
delay is acceptable for instant messaging applica-
tions on mobile devices. At the end of the session,
peer A still has about 30% battery capacity, while
peer B has about 500 s gap to the specified session
lifetime. This means the adaptation policy is over
active to peer A but a little more passive to peer
B. By tuning the adaptation policy algorithm we
believe a more accurate power profile can be
achieved.

It is worth noting that we are aware of that multi-
media streaming applications are one of the domi-
nating applications of future Internet, but we do
not adopt a multimedia streaming application in
our case study because of the following two reasons.
First, we observed that possible adaptation proto-
cols for streaming applications include no more
than two levels: user experience adaptation, such as
brightness, window size, frame rate, and so on,
and transmission adaptation, such as, content adap-
tation, frame compression algorithm and communi-
cation optimization protocols. We argue that the
adaption of both brightness and the communication
overhead has been shown to be effective for different
QoS metrics in two case studies. Thus, we believe

that our system will have the similar performance
for streaming applications as that of two case stud-
ies. Second, the main contribution of this paper is
about the QoS space design and the adaptation
framework, not the specific adaptation protocol
for one specific application. The above two case
studies are comprehensive enough to show the ben-
efits. Applying the proposed framework to stream-
ing applications is an interesting direction and
deserve future investigation.

5.5. Gateway capacity performance

Now we are in a position to study the general sys-
tem capacity of the gateway. Performance of the
gateway is greatly determined by the negotiation
delay. We setup the gateway on the PlanetLab [20]
and use the configuration of case study to examine
the negotiation time as shown in Fig. 22. It covers
the average negotiation time of up to 300 peers shar-
ing one gateway. The x-axis is the number of peers.
The y-axis represents the average negotiation time.
Although some fluctuations occur, most of the
negotiation times are between 20 ms and 27 ms.
We also show the mean and median line of the mea-
surement data in the figure. Given the fact that the
gateway is on a real overlay network built on top of
Internet, it is quite normal to see this magnitude of
fluctuation. The overall negotiation time remains in
a relatively stable range for two reasons. First is the
simplicity of energy-aware related protocol selection
algorithm. Second is that each peer only needs one
time negotiation in the protocol selection stage.

5.6. Implications and discussions

Based on the evaluation results of two case stud-
ies, we derive several implications for building
future mobile applications. First, for the screen
brightness of the Pocket PC, so far we only use
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the setting menu to manually choose different bright
levels. An application programming interface would
be very beneficial to the energy-concerned mobile
applications because the screen brightness can
greatly affect the draining time of the battery. Sec-
ond, HTTP protocol is widely used in Web applica-
tions. HTTP/1.1 in RFC 2616 [21] has a key feature
as persistent connections, similar as the CPLC pro-
tocol used in case study 1. However many Web serv-
ers and clients do not really support persistency
connection [22]. Our experiments show that persis-
tent connection can save the battery energy signifi-
cantly. Furthermore, the large chunk approach
can enhance the benefit of persistent connection.
We argue that all future mobile applications should
adopt the persistent connection and large chunk
communication for energy saving purposes.

6. Related work

Our model shares its goals with several recent
efforts that aim at power management and applica-
tion adaptation. We categorize them into three
groups as power management, distributed adaptation

and protocol adaptation.

6.1. Power management

Energy is a scarce resource especially for mobile
devices powered by batteries. The speed of battery
capacity increasing is much slower than that of
energy consumption due to faster processor, larger
memory, and bigger screens, and so on. Lots of
research has emerged to address how to reduce the
energy consumption and how to do the power man-
agement for laptops, PDAs and mobile devices. In
terms of working levels, in hardware level, some
researchers design the energy-efficient hardware such
as [23,24]. CASTLE [25] uses a hybrid approach that
combines a model of the microarchitecture with run-
time analysis of processor performance counters to
estimate CPU power consumption. In operating sys-
tem level, EcoSystem [14] explores operating system
battery management. It manages energy as any other
operating system resource to enforce fairness
between applications. usleep [26] implements an
aggressive OS-based power management scheme
for exploiting idle periods on an Itsy system. From
the whole system level, La Porta et al. [27] optimize
the sensor movement for energy efficiency. Turduc-
ken [13], a hierarchical power management architec-
ture for mobile system, combines diverse platforms,

like Pocket PC, wireless sensor node, into a single
integrated laptop to reduce the power cost of
always-on operation. Zhu and Cao [28] raise a
power-conserving service model for streaming appli-
cations over wireless networks. The Odyssey system
[11] makes the trade-off between energy and applica-
tion fidelity. Applications can dynamically modify
their behavior to conserve energy. Different from
them, our model manages the energy consumption
using protocol selection and adaptation from the
QoS point of view. Furthermore, it can provide mul-
tiple QoS metrics, including not only energy, but
also delay and content quality to both sides of a
application session.

Some researchers address the power management
through network interface. Jung and Vaidya pro-
pose a power control MAC protocol for Ad Hoc net-
works [29] that allows nodes to vary transmit power
level on a per-packet basis. In order to reduce the
wireless interface energy consumption, the Wake-
on-Wireless (WoW) [12] combines a PDA with a
wireless sensor. The device and its wireless network
card are shut down when the device is not being used
to reduce the idle power. Zhong and Jha [30] propose
a low-power low-cost cache device, to which the host
computer can outsource simple tasks, as an interface
solution to overcome the bottleneck. In [31], an eco-
nomic model is used as a dynamic, decentralized
energy management system which is integrated into
the Nemesis OS for energy allocation. The Muse sys-
tem [32] also employs an economic model to reduce
hosting center energy needs by managing server
resources. Ref. [33] proposes a dynamic game theo-
retic approach for choosing power optimization
strategies for various components. Those efforts
either need the new hardware support or use com-
plex algorithms than ours. By naturally using proto-
col selection and adaptation our model can achieve
similar or better performance.

6.2. Distributed adaptation

Adaptation can be introduced either at the end-
points or distributed on intermediate nodes. Odys-
sey [34], Rover [35] and InfoPyramid [36] are exam-
ples of systems that support end point adaptation.
Conductor [37] and CANS [38] provide an applica-
tion transparent adaptation framework that permits
the introduction of arbitrary adaptors in the data
path between applications and end services. These
approaches need some changes to the existing infra-
structure for their deployment. Fractal [17] solves
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the deployment problem by leveraging the existing
CDNs technology to distributed protocol adaptors,
which are implemented using mobile code. All these
previous work complements to our work very well.
We are the first to take the energy as a QoS metric
for application sessions.

6.3. Protocol adaptation

In terms of protocol adaptation, there are net-
work level systems such as [9], in which communi-
cating end hosts use untrusted mobile code to
remotely upgrade each other with the transport pro-
tocols that they use to communicate. Transformer
tunnels [39] and protocol boosters [40] are doing
application-transparent adaptation by tuning the
network protocol according to the change of net-
work situations. Such systems can deal with local-
ized changes in network conditions but cannot
react to changing environments outside the network
layer. Our model works at the application layer, it
can maximally adapt application level protocols
which have no way to be completed in the network
layer. Our work is also different from the Web
browser plugins, e.g., Realplay, Flash, and so on.
Plugin is an application component which com-
pletes part of the functionality, incapable of doing
protocol adaptation. Our system is a general model
to provide the QoS by means of protocol adaptation
which has transparency to the client and other char-
acteristics, such as flexibility and extendibility,
which plugins do not have.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, e-QoS is proposed to benefit the
application session across multiple application
domains from choosing appropriate protocols
according to dynamic end devices and network envi-
ronments. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first effort on energy-aware QoS on application ses-
sions across multiple protocol domains by means of
protocol selection and adaptation, especially for the
case that both ends are power limited devices. Ses-
sion lifetime QoS systems for instant messaging
between two Pocket PCs have been built in the con-
text of this model. Experiment results show that
energy-aware QoS has lightweight system overhead.
The proposed adaptation scheme is very effective on
energy-aware QoS in terms of the session lifetime.
Possible future directions include finding more
power saving protocols especially for interactive

application sessions, like instant messaging to
reduce the delay time, also integrating this model
with end to end service differentiation and access
control in the networks.
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